Women's Issues
Childless or Childfree?
Rabbi Uri Cohen
(Dedicated to Nishmat's single and/or childless alumnae, in hopes God will answer their
prayers)
Avraham and Sarah lived a long, long time without children.(He was eighty-six at
Yishmael's birth, and she was ninety at Yitzchak's birth.)How should we understand that
time?After all, endless sources in our tradition assume that being married and having
children are essential for a fulfilling, normal life.<1>Being single and/or childless is so
tragic that each state has been called agunah.<2>A childless person is considered
dead.<3>Consequently, we might have expected the Torah to reflect negatively on the
infertility that Sarah and Avraham shared.<4>Not only is that not the case,<5> but the
Torah actually speaks positively of Avraham and Sarah's long lives, implying their years
were all equally good!<6>How can this be?
Rabbi Dr. Zvi Schechter asks this question in his book of sermons, Hed Zvi, and answers
as follows.The reason a childless person is considered dead is because they lack a link to
the next generation to grant them posterity.However, Sarah and Avraham were
different.On the phrase "the souls they made in Charan" (Bereisheet 12:5), Rashi cites the
midrash that "They brought them under the wings of the Shekhinah -- Avraham
converted the men, and Sarah converted the women -- and the Torah considers it as if
they made them."Sarah and Avraham's job for all those years was to do kiruv and bring
people closer to God, and by "creating" the next generation of ba'alei teshuvah, it was as
if they had children.<7>In other words, kiruv can compensate for kidlessness.There's no
reason to pity Avraham and Sarah -- or, for that matter, other gedolim (great leaders) such
as the Chazon Ish (1878-1953), Sarah Schenirer (1883-1935), Rabbi Zvi Yehudah Kook
(1891-1982), the Lubavitcher Rebbe (1902-1994), or Nehama Leibowitz (1905-1997),
zatzal -- because their greatness in Torah teaching and leadership more than made up for
their childlessness.
Singles and childless people, like all people with a disadvantage, need to be careful not to
play the victim and wallow in self-pity.The Chafetz Chaim wrote a whole book for
childless people, Shem Olam, because he was bothered by the hopelessness he
encountered.<8>As Nishmat alumna Professor Susan Handelman states, in what is
arguably the most important article on frum singles, "[T]he single woman also has a
responsibility to give of herself, to develop whatever talents and skills God has given her,
and not to withdraw, mope, and go to waste because she has not found a suitable partner,
or because of social stigma.To take a small example, there is no reason why she herself
cannot fulfill the mitzvah of hospitality and invite her married friends over for a Shabbos
or Yom Tov meal.Of the 613 mitzvot, only a very few depend on one's marital
status."<9>Being single or childless is no excuse.If anything, such people should focus
on the advantages they do have over those who are married with children.<10>

What are the advantages of being single and/or childless?
To the extent that they feel an emptiness or loneliness in their lives, single and childless
people may be better equipped than most to experience the existential insecurity which
pushes people to seek God and increase their faith.<11>They may be drawn to pray more
fervently than otherwise.<12>They may become more observant of halakhah.<13>A
childless couple may grow closer to each other, whether because they focus on their
relationship or because they go through difficult times together.<14>In the words of
Rabbi Allen Schwartz, "The stories of the barrenness of the Matriarchs teach that such
circumstances can serve to increase love and sensitivity between husband and wife.The
sensitivity is best expressed by Elkanah to his barren wife Hannah, when he told her (1
Shmuel 1:8), 'Why are you crying, why won't you eat and why is your heart bitter?Am I
not better for you than ten sons?'"<15>
The biggest advantage of being childless is having a lot more freedom.As one midrash
puts it, "When a woman has no children, she's free to come and go at all times to her
mother's house or her relatives' house.When she gives birth to children, she won't have as
much freedom to go out, and will stay at home."<16>A single person has even more
freedom than a married childless person.In fact, the mussar classic Chovot HaLevavot
believes there is a moral obligation to thank God for this freedom.In the context of telling
everybody to accentuate the positive in their life, he spells out the details: "He should
notice the absence of the heavy burdens and obligations [that accompany a spouse and
children], and consider it one of the Creator's benefits to him.If he wants to pursue
worldly things and needs [such as a career -- U.C.], his hard work will be much easier
without a wife and children, and their loss is his gain and comfort.If he is concerned with
the Next World [i.e., spiritual things], his mind will undoubtedly be clearer and freer
because he's alone."<17>Cheer up, the Chovot HaLevavot is telling singles.You're not
childless, you're childfree!<18>
What are the responsibilities of being single and/or childfree?
Professor Handelman points out that "Single women, for example, may have more free
time to devote to communal endeavors...Women who are professionally trained and may
work in the non-Jewish world also have much to offer when they volunteer their skills to
Jewish organizations as lawyers, doctors, computer operators, administrators, researchers,
and so forth."<19>Rabbi Aharon Feldman agrees, in writing to a celibate homosexual:
"[Someone] who does not have a family can make serious contributions to Judaism which
others cannot: for example, bringing Judaism to smaller communities where there are no
facilities for raising a Jewish family.Activities involving much travel, such as fundraising
(a vital aspect of Jewish survival), are best accomplished by someone who is not tied
down to a family.I know of a homosexual who helped establish several important
institutions through his fundraising.Even within one's community, devotion to public
causes can be more easily done by someone who has no family obligations.Several
individuals whom I know became respected, active members of their communities during
their lifetimes, even though it was well-known that they had no interest in
marriage."<20>Along the same lines, Professor Handelman continues, "[H]istorically,

unmarried women deeply committed to Judaism have made extraordinary
accomplishments in this area.The case of Sarah Schenirer, of course, is an outstanding
example of a devoted, unmarried Jewish woman who saved an entire generation of
Jewish women for Judaism in Europe before World War II, and who erected an
educational system for women that today is the foundation of religious communities all
over the world (the Bais Yaakov schools).<21>And let us not forget Schvester Selma of
Shaarei Tzedek Hospital in Jerusalem, who exemplified nursing as a lofty form of
chessed for three-quarters of a century."<22>
How can one gain posterity without children?
This question was first addressed in Tanakh!In the haftarah we read on public fast days,
Yishayahu speaks powerfully to the childless: "Let not the eunuch say, 'I'm a withered
tree!'God answers, 'As for the eunuchs who keep my Shabbatot, who have chosen what I
desire and keep hold of My covenant -- I will give them, in My House and within My
walls, yad vashem (a monument and name) better than sons or daughters!I will give
them shem olam (an eternal name) which will never be cut off.'"<23>Based on his
interpretation of this reassurance, the Chafetz Chaim promises infertile people that they
can achieve posterity through keeping Shabbat, doing chessed (kind acts), and learning
and supporting Torah.<24>
The Midrash Tanchuma reassures the childless in a similar way."Rabbi Yehudah the
Levite said: When a person leaves this world without children, he feels bad and cries.God
says to him, 'Why are you crying?Is it because you did not bear fruit in this world?You
have fruit that's better than children!'He asks, 'Master of the Universe, what fruit did I
bear?'God replies, 'The Torah...'Similarly, a person's 'offspring' are his good deeds.As it
says (Bereisheet 6:9), 'These are the offspring of Noach: Noach was righteous and
honest.'"<25>Rabbi Yisroel Greenwald of Melbourne cites this midrash and adds,
"Because the physically childless perform their life mission under superhuman
conditions, their reward likewise transcends the physical world...Whereas the barren may
not have physical children, they are by no means childless.Parents who are physically
childless bring down souls from heaven just as their friends who push strollers do.These
spiritual children are created through their parents' steadfast service to Hashem, despite
their constant indescribable pain and humiliation.Such souls are so lofty they cannot be
contained in a corporeal form, which is why the prophet says they are 'better than sons
and daughters' -- they are greater than their physical counterparts.Each such spiritual
child ... equals tens of thousands of physical children born with flesh and blood."<26>
Other statements by Chazal suggest that childless people can compensate by providing
for the Torah education or brit milah of other people's children."Whoever teaches
someone else's child Torah is considered as if he had given birth to him."<27>"Rabbi
Tanchuma opened with the verse, 'Who acted early for Me?I will reward him!Everything
under Heaven is Mine' (Iyov 41:3).This refers to a single man who lives in a big city, and
who pays the salary of children's Torah and halakhah teachers.God says, 'I will pay him
his reward, and give him a son.<28> ...Who circumcised before I gave them a son?Who
made Me a ma'akeh (protective railing) before I gave them a roof?Who made Me a

mezuzah before I gave them a house?Who made Me a sukkah before I gave them a
place?Who made Me a lulav before I gave them money?Who made Me tzitzit before I
gave them a tallit?'"<29>Rabbi Schwartz comments, "An analysis of this midrash leads
to a startling conclusion.The midrash refers to a man who can't fulfill the mitzvot of tzitzit
and mezuzah yet helps others to do so.He also can't fulfill the obligation of procreating,
and yet teaches the children of others Torah!To be consistent, the midrash should have
had him somehow assisting in the process of birth as a doctor or supporter.<30>This
source teaches once again that the teaching of Torah to children is in some way a
fulfillment of pru urvu (be fruitful and multiply)."<31>
A later authority, the Pele Yoetz, gives other suggestions.First of all, a childless person
may not give up and declare herself a withered tree, because there may still be hope for
children.Even if, after major efforts, it is as clear as the midday sun that she can't give
birth, that's still no reason to feel bad.The real reason for wanting children should not be a
personal desire [for posterity] or for heirs, but rather the fulfillment of what God
wants.Since she wanted to do the mitzvah but couldn't because of oness (it was out of her
control), the Torah considers it as if she did fulfill it (Berakhot 6a) and she will be
appropriately rewarded.So she should be happy with what she's got.Nevertheless, it's a
good idea for her to acquire a good "name better than sons or daughters."She can raise an
orphan in her home, or help provide poor children with a Torah education; then it will be
as if she gave birth to them.<32>Alternatively, if she provides for a talmid chakham's
monetary needs, it's as if he's her son.<33>Finally, a childless person can "procreate"
with Torah [as Sarah and Avraham did -- U.C.], by originating new Torah thoughts,
writing books, or raising up many students.They can be "the branch of my planting, the
work of my hands, in which to take pride" (Yishayahu 60:21).<34>This last approach is
that of Avraham and Sarah and the other childless gedolim mentioned above.
Is there a purpose to being single or childless?
Ultimately, we cannot know God's reasons for what happens to us.Certainly, those who
are not undergoing difficulties must not try to justify God's ways to the people who are
suffering; that would very likely make them feel bad, violating the prohibition of ona'at
devarim (hurting people's feelings).<35>However, the sufferers themselves may be able
to deal with their pain if they find meaning in it.Specifically, the singles and childless
may feel better if they can theorize what God's purpose may be in their case.<36>
A few answers appear in the midrash to explain Avraham and Sarah's infertility.The
answer most often quoted is that God wanted them to pray for children.Another is that
God wanted them to spend their prime years without the burdens created by
children.<37>We can shed light on this second answer with the following modern
source.In Ozna'im LeTorah, Rabbi Zalman Sorotzkin (1881-1966) states, "I found [a
source that says] the Patriarchs and Matriarchs were infertile so that they would be free
to bring people under the wings of the Shekhinah.Only in their old age, when they'd
fulfilled this obligation, were children born to them...[On Bereisheet 11:30, 'Sarai was
infertile and had no child,' the midrash proposes that she didn't even have a womb.]This
means she didn't have one bit of hope to give birth in the natural course of

events.Consequently, she was completely moseret nefesh (she put in everything she had)
into the holy work [of kiruv].In her old age, God changed her nature and she had a
son."<38>I found this radical idea in two other contemporary sources, one a rabbi and
one a child.Rabbi Moshe Zuriel, former mashgiach ruchani of Yeshivat Sha'alvim,
writes, "Finally at age 32, R. Zevi Yehuda [Kook] married.One can imagine his father's
pain that his only son had no children.This would seem to have been from heaven, so
that this great man would be able to devote his attention undividedly to his thousands of
students."<39>In a different context, a first grader named Yehudis commented to her
childless teacher, "Hashem just didn't give you children yet because He wants you to
teach us."<40>This is worth thinking about.
I'd like to conclude with this inspiring idea from a childless woman: "The Torah doesn't
say be fruitful via multiplication, but rather it seems like two separate commandments.Be
fruitful and multiply.Applying it to us [singles and childless people], we should bear in
mind that we can and should be fruitful even though we are not yet 'multiplying.' We
should make the most of ourselves as spouses, as siblings, as children of parents, as
employees/employers and as members of society. In the merit of being the best we can
be, may Hashem grant us our most fervent wishes."<41>
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â€œThere has never been as many childless women in America as there are now,â€ Wright explained, citing from the US Census
Bureau. According to this data, collected in 2014, over 40% of the â€œroughly 75 million women age 15 to 50 in 2014â€ are not
currently mothers.Â This, according to Notkin, is an important issue feminism has yet to fully address. Daum, author of four books and
editor of the much-discussed new anthology Selfish, Shallow & Self-Absorbed: Sixteen Writers On The Decision To Not Have Children,
concurs that the question of â€œhaving it allâ€ has had negative consequences on womenâ€™s lives.Â It shouldnâ€™t matter if a
woman is childless by chance or childfree by choiceâ€”all women deserve to feel socially accepted. Then, 35 percent of women of fertile
age were childless. Today, that number is 49 percent. Still, it's often assumed that all adult women are mothers, as if we've inverted the
"W" for woman to the "M" for mother. And while the majority of women do eventually give birth, it's later than ever. For the first time,
more than half (54%) of American women aged 25-29 are childless, as are nearly a third (31%) of women aged 30 to 34.Â Magazine
cover stories and news articles tout the so-called "childfree" life, assuming all childless women have chosen this fate, waving some sort
of feminist flag. But the truth is, these women are not "free" of the children they yearn for. Motherhood is a burden that we would give
anything to bear.

